Bonsall
Conservation Area Appraisal

6. Spatial Analysis

SPATIAL ANALYSIS

•

Preamble
This section of the Appraisal primarily considers the
setting of the Conservation Area and the
relationship between the area and the surrounding
and intervening spaces. It considers key views,
vistas and landmarks and these are marked on the
accompanying plan (Figure 13)

•

The Dale
•
•
•
•

The Conservation Area covers a large geographical
area and for simplicity has been divided into 4
Character Areas for ease of reference.
• Uppertown / Bankside
• The Dale
• Clatterway
• Yeoman Street / High Street/Town Head

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Significant Views/ Landmarks/ Spaces

•
•

Uppertown/ Bankside

•

•
•
•

There is a spacious, open character at the
junction with The Dale.
On reaching the Fountain there is a ‘sense of
arrival’.
Attractive tree and vegetative backdrop.
Views are enclosed along Clatterway and are
accentuated by limestone walls and vegetation.
There are long views out beyond the Via Gellia.
Study Lodge, the Fountain and St. James
Church act as landmarks.
Larger properties are set along the valley base.
There is an attractive open space at Nether
Green with a seating area and well.

Yeoman Street / High St / Town Head

Views
Between the Via Gellia at the valley base and the
higher slopes of Uppertown there is around a 450’
difference in levels. This, coupled with the existing
topography produces a series of diverse and
dramatic views, some contained within the valley
sides and others being wide-ranging / panoramic.

•

There are larger detached properties set within
generous plot sizes along the valley base.
Properties are ‘tightly-knit’ at Puddle Hill.
Views are contained along the valley base.
There are panoramic views from higher ground
on the valley hillsides.
St James Church acts as a landmark.
There is an mportant undeveloped open space
to the eastern end of The Dale.

Clatterway

Overall Setting
The landscape which forms the setting for Bonsall
has a special value and relationship to the village.
The area around the Via Gellia has the majority of
woodland, but there are smaller areas of woodland
on the northern side of The Dale, along Clatterway
and around Masson Hill. Field boundaries are
marked by dry-stone walls and ancient hedgerow,
and the balance between agricultural land and
uncultivated land determines the natural character
of the area. A wide network of footpaths link open
land to the built development, including the popular
Limestone Way. The village has evolved around the
numerous brooks and wells, some now culverted,
that characterise the area and which create defining
features within the landscape.

•
•

There are predominantly short rows and
terraces of property.
The ‘green’ space at junction of Moor Lane and
Uppertown Lane is an important space within
the streetscape.

An ‘open’ unenclosed character.
Wide-ranging and panoramic views which span
both ‘valleys’ and beyond.
From many parts of Uppertown/Bankside, the
village is predominantly hidden from view.
Views from the north into the area recognize
the relationship of the properties to the wider
landscape.
Properties are elevated on the hillside and seen
against the skyline.
There are glimpsed views between buildings.

•
•

The Cross is an important spatial axis.
There are enclosed views along Yeoman Street
and High Street.
Wide ranging views are gained from higher
ground.
There are a number of glimpsed views between
buildings
A number of landmarks can be seen, such as
the Fountain, St. James Church, The Cross, The
Kings Head, The Queens Head, No. 28 High
Street and Sycamore House.
There is a ‘sense of ‘arrival’ at The Cross.
Vistas are terminated by Sycamore House and
the Kings Head.
Generally development is ‘tightly-knit’ and on
small plots
There are larger plot sizes to the northern end
of High Street.
Rural lanes and enclosed views characterise
Pounder Lane, Ember Lane and the track-way
leading from The Cross.

Figure 13 is annotated with a series of symbols that
represent the main distinguishing elements of the
townscape. These symbols include landmarks /
prominent buildings and the key defining views /
vistas.
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ridge-line. Limestone field boundaries, as well as
buildings, define the extent of development.

Uppertown/Bankside
The area known as Uppertown lies an elevated
position on a relatively level plateau, running
between two valleys to the north-east and southwest. Uppertown is virtually encircled by green
fields and agricultural land and has a strong rural
character. From Uppertown land descends steeply,
to the north along Uppertown Lane until it reaches
Town Head, and to the south along Bankside down
to the western part of the Dale.
Development has accumulated around a cross-road
and spreads along Uppertown Lane, Bell Lane,
Moor Lane and continues down Bankside. The
interface of the settlement and its immediate
environs is very much characterized by
development tight along the lane frontages, backing
onto open fields, with virtually no back land
development.

Properties on Uppertown Lane viewed against the ridge-line.

Numerous footpaths and tracks criss-cross the area,
leading into and out of the Conservation Area and
from these footpaths there are clear views that this
part of the village has an open, unenclosed aspect
and in some places a windswept character. Routes
leading into and out of this part of the Conservation
Area are all predominantly lanes, relatively narrow
in width and with no defined pedestrian footpaths,
which again retains an overall rural character.

Easterly view from Abel Lane.
To the north and west the views encompass a wide
rural panorama characterized by dry-stone wall
boundaries, hedgerows and banks of mature trees,
interrupted only by limestone stiles and metal and
timber field gates.

Views out of the Conservation Area from
Uppertown are panoramic and span across both
valleys and beyond. To the north-east the views take
in the northern part of the Conservation Area
around Town Head and beyond to Manor Barn.

Northerly view out of the Conservation Area.
View north-east from towards Town Head and Manor Barn

To the east of Uppertown, again there are long
ranging views across the eastern part of Bonsall,
which is obscured by tree cover and views continue
beyond towards Wirksworth and Cromford.

Views from the north into Uppertown (from Abel
Lane) identify the open aspect of the surrounding
landscape and the relationship of the properties to
their environs – the buildings are seen against the
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Hillside beyond Puddle Hill Farm and Mowbray Farm.
Above and below:
Long range views towards Cromford and Wirksworth.

As the views are from an elevated position, the
rooftops of buildings clustered around Puddle Hill
are also clearly defined within the surrounding
landscape.

From Uppertown, in a southerly direction, lies
Slaley Lane, which sinuously ascends the lower
valley. Numerous dry-stone walls, constructed of
local limestone and mature banks of trees are
characteristic of the area. Small, yet substantial
stone field barns are an important feature of Bonsall
and some of these can be seen along Slaley Lane
and ‘dotted’ across the hillside.

Cluster of buildings at Puddle Hill.
From the junction of Moor Lane and Uppertown
Lane, the road descends steeply along Bankside
with views over surrounding countryside to the
south and west.

Field barns on Slaley Lane.

Descending Bankside to the Dale.
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The Dale
The Dale runs in an east-west alignment along the
lower valley of Bonsall. It extends from Horsedale
in the west of the Conservation Area to further east
where it adjoins Clatterway. Properties located along
the Dale are generally sited on level ground along
the valley bottom. Along the southern boundary of
the Dale, which forms the Conservation Area
boundary is Puddle Hill, which rises up from the
Dale, and where several cottages lie clustered
together on a small promontory.

Peak District National Park. Beyond this group of
properties, lies open agricultural land.

Along the linear form of The Dale, several spaces of
an open character have developed. These are
namely at Horsedale in the west; at the base of
Puddle Hill and where the Dale meets Clatterway.
Horsedale to the west of the Conservation Area.
Due to the nature of the topography, development
is generally restricted to the valley bottom. Unlike
the ‘clustered’ groups of cottages found in much of
the village, many of the properties along the Dale
are large, detached and are laid out spaciously within
plots of a generous size. Puddle Hill, raised above
The Dale, is the exception to this. The plan form at
Puddle Hill is of tightly knit dwellings, in close
juxtaposition to each other, forming a well-defined
group in views from both sides of the valley. To the
north of The Dale, cottages at Arter Hill are
prominent when seen against the ridge-line.

From Slaley Lane, beyond the southern boundary of
the Conservation Area, views back towards
Uppertown identify the buildings set high above
The Dale, around Bankside, with mature tree cover
and agricultural land beyond. Bankside descends
steeply to The Dale, properties stepping down the
hillside in tiers, which respect the natural
topography.

Land to the north and south of the Dale beyond the
existing Conservation Area boundary is mainly
undeveloped agricultural land, although there is a
limited area of new development, comprising of a
number of large detached properties at Dale Close.
There are numerous footpaths which access to and
from the Dale, to Uppertown and agricultural land
to the south. The Dale has a distinctively rural
character, being a relatively narrow vehicular route,
with no pedestrian footways.

Views northwards to properties on Bankside

Views across the valley from vantage points to both
the north and south are panoramic. To the east the
views extend beyond the Conservation Area to
Town End Farm and beyond and the bulk of the
village development along Yeoman Street, Church
Street and High Street is relatively indistinguishable,
as it is screened by heavy vegetation and tree cover.
To the furthest boundary west of the Conservation
Area is Horsedale - a small group of buildings
comprised of Horsedale Farm and adjacent
cottages, which mark the termination of the
Conservation Area. Most of this area lies within the

View from Slaley Lane to Uppertown and Yields Farm
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Views from the south of the Conservation Area
along the Dale indicate the linear layout of
properties which stretch along the valley bottom
and denotes their relationship with, and enclosure
by, agricultural land to both the north and south of
the existing Conservation Area boundary.

Beyond the small group of properties, to the south
of this open area, are wide-ranging views across
agricultural land, Slaley Lane and outlying
farmsteads.

View from Arter Hill towards Puddle Hill
The eastern section of The Dale along the valley.

From Arter Hill, there are long-range views across
to Herbert Lodge in the west, beyond the current
boundary of the Conservation Area. From here the
Bonsall Brook can be seen meandering along the
valley bottom.

From higher land long-range views are across the
lush landscape along the valley bottom and beyond
to St. James Church, centrally located on the
photograph below. It is likely that the spire would
be a visible landmark when vegetation is reduced in
the winter months.

Long range views to Herbert Lodge in the west.
Steeply banked, undeveloped land lies either side of
The Dale from Arter Hill until the junction of The
Dale with Clatterway. The topography has made
developing the valley slopes less advantageous and
this now forms an important visual space which
separates development and creates a distinctly rural
character to this part of the Conservation Area.

Long-range views from Slaley Lane to St. James Church.
From Puddle Hill, views north towards cottages on
Arter Hill, indicate the continuous hillside enclosure
of the Dale.

View from Puddle Hill towards Arter Hill

Eastern end of The Dale.
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Clatterway lies in a deep gorge /fault and is
characterised by steep hillsides, which present a
narrow, enclosed character to this part of the
Conservation Area. The extensive limestone walls,
and lush tree vegetation accentuate this
characteristic and the views within this valley are
also contained by the steep sided gorge. The brook
flows along the valley base and a deep belt of trees
lines much of the gorge and creates a formal
backdrop.

Clatterway
Clatterway extends from the Fountain at the eastern
end of the Dale and descends steeply towards the
Via Gellia. This area includes land and buildings
associated with the redevelopment of The Study
and buildings to the east and west of Clatterway
until Nether Green, Black Tor Road and
Hollowbrook Cottages, where the Conservation
Area boundary ends. Land beyond the ‘gorge
setting’ to the east and west is predominantly
agricultural land.
Where the Dale and Clatterway intersect, the
Fountain defines the junction axis. The space
opposite this junction is relatively level and
undeveloped, being currently used as a play area and
football ground. It has a dramatic backdrop of
rocky tree-lined hillside to the north, which along
with additional mature planting serves to ‘frame’ the
site. There is a spacious character to this part of the
village and the play area and associated open space
is visually prominent within the village setting.

View along Clatterway
Much of the area is relatively free from
development, partly due to the topography,
although there is a grouping of cottages at the
junction with Black Tor Road. Steep paths
overhanging trees and vegetation allow access to the
eastern side of the valley. The western slope is less
acute with modern development having encroached
along Black Tor Road. Along the gorge, the road
descends steeply to the former ‘Pig of Lead’ PH at
the junction with the Via Gellia, although the most
southerly part of the Conservation Area ends at
Hollowbrook. The views here are long-ranging and
the Via Gellia mills can be seen in the distance.

Football area and play space
Opposite this open space, the hillside rises above
the road, the site of The Study having been
redeveloped with mid to late 20th century housing.
The view from the Church steps demonstrates the
wooded backdrop to this site and views between
and beyond these properties.

Contained views south towards the Via Gellia
Clatterway forms a formal vehicular approach into
Bonsall although the formal sense of entering the
village proper, is on reaching the Fountain and the
Village Hall.

View from Church steps
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Yeoman Street/High Street/Town Head
The largest spatial area of the Bonsall Conservation
Area is formed around Yeoman Street; where this
meets Clatterway; Church Street, High Street and
further north, Town Head. All the built
development, along these linear axes, is set within
the base of the valley gorge.
Due to the steep topography, properties line the
road edges with little ‘backland’ development
extending beyond the tightly constrained cottages
and their domestic curtilages. To the east and west
of the road network is open land, some utilised for
agricultural purposes. There are three main spatial
axis points, at Clatterway / The Dale, The Cross
and Town Head.

The Cross – buildings enclose the space on three sides
Church Street leads from the Cross to Ember Lane
which forms the easterly boundary of the
Conservation Area and continues beyond to Town
End Farm. Views from St. James Churchyard,
Church Street and the ridge below are spacious and
wide-reaching. Numerous footpaths allow a variety
of views, some panoramic, others contained by
trees, hedgerows and resulting topography. In
contrast Ember Lane is an ascending single track,
which is enclosed by random rubble walling and
steep sided hedgerows.

Clatterway forms the main approach to the village
proper and there is a distinct sense of ‘arrival’
evident at the ‘Fountain’ at the juncture of
Clatterway and the Dale. Development lines both
sides of Yeoman Street, with many of the buildings
situated directly onto the street with a lack of
frontage gardens or pedestrian footways. Plot sizes
are generally small and constrained by steep rocky
backdrop and hillside. The tightly knit development
and the steep topography combine to enclose and
‘funnel’ both vehicular and pedestrian traffic
towards the Cross in the heart of the village.

Spacious and wide ranging views from Church Street.
View north along Yeoman Street.
On reaching the Cross, there is a sense of arriving at
the ‘heart’ of the village and the character of the
space is a dominant feature of this part of the
Conservation Area. A triangular space, the area
around the Cross, is a key vantage point, which
accesses Church Street to the south-east, an ancient
track-way to the north-east and High Street to the
north. Properties are clustered together, in tight
juxtaposition to each other with the Cross forming
a strong focal point in their midst.
Constrained views along Ember Lane.
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In contrast to the rural character of surrounding
lanes, tracks and footpaths, High Street extends
from the Cross, northwards to Town Head. In
general the southern properties are characterised by
close-knit cottages and houses, many with their
gables aligned to the road. Some buildings allow
views to be glimpsed through the spaces between,
to rising agricultural land.

Views of agricultural land beyond High Street.
At the furthest point along High Street, the vista is
terminated by Sycamore House, raised prominently
from the road, its wall, vegetation and associated
well, forming a robust ‘end-stop’ to the view.

Glimpsed views between buildings.
No 28 High Street is somewhat of an anomaly, as a
three-storey brick property prominently raised up
from the road and setback from the frontage. It
forms a key landmark, especially when viewed from
Town Head with a heavily wooded backdrop
beyond.
Sycamore House terminates the vista of High Street.
Beyond Sycamore House, the Conservation Area
includes parts of Pounder Lane, where generally
plot size become larger and properties become
detached. Cottages are the exception to this and the
row in the photograph below terminates the view
when approaching from Sycamore House.

No. 28 High Street.
Further along High Street, the spatial character
changes, as mid and late 20th century development
displays larger garden plots, semi-detached and
detached properties and pedestrian footways. At
this point, the sense of enclosure diminishes and
views of open agricultural land beyond, become
more apparent.

Cottages on Pounder Lane.
The area along Pounder Lane becomes more rural
in character as the metalled road surface gives way
to a rural track surrounded by agricultural land.
Here the village development ends.
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